3rd ARCADIA Annual Conference 2014
The development approach of CEE donors:
Priorities, actors and frameworks

15-16 of June, Cluj-Napoca, Romania

WORKSHOP: Conflict transformation
Date and time: Sunday, 15th of June 2014; between 12:00-13:00

This workshop explores the practice of peace and conflict and development cooperation looking at experiences of different organisations and institutions in this field. The workshop aims at presenting some of the practices and also at exploring the following questions:

- Development Cooperation and Conflict Transformation joint arenas or parallel efforts?
- What are the support structures (institutions, financial, actors) that enable conflict transformation work and what is still needed?
- Ideas and Opportunities for Action in the CEE space?

Moderator: Andra Tanase, Executive Director PATRIR
Guest speakers:
- Ilona Ilyes, Coordinator Center for Conflict, Negotiation and Recovery din cadrul CEU-School of Public Policy
- Adelina Decean – Programme Coordinator PATRIR
- Dorin Muresan – Penitentiaries Administration Romania

WORKSHOP: Development education
Date and time: Sunday, 15th of June 2014; between 16:00-17:00

The workshop will familiarize participants with development education topics, trends, challenges and opportunities and will generate discussions on approaches and plans for the Post2015 agenda. Three guest speakers will share their views and experience in the field: Eliza Chirilă and Cosmin Chiriță – the Romanian UN Youth Delegates and Ales Rovšnik (former project coordinator SLOGA) - independent practitioner.

Moderator: Iuliana Rada, Civil Society Development Foundation (FDSC)